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Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Evans, J. E., 1877-1958: John E. Evans was a postcard distributor and photographer (c1913 -1954) and working from Port Rowan and Walsingham. In his business he went by J.E. Evans and also worked from 1935 to 1939 in joint venture as Evans & Bowman but ended in bankruptcy. His initial business was distributing lithograph postcards he had printed in Germany and continued this practice post World War 1 (mostly printed 1922-1935). He began taking photographs of communities or interesting sites so could produce photographic postcards and distribute for sale in those communities. He restarted the postcard business in 1941. He produced images of Ontario and other provinces.

John was born on September 1, 1877 in Cayuga, Haldimand County to John E. Evans and Sarah Michener. He resided for over 50 years in Walsingham, Norfolk County and retired in July 1954. He died on September 4, 1958. An employee, William "Duke" Vela, purchased the business and continued to run until his retirement in 1975.

Scope and Content
This fonds consists of J.E. Evans work as photographer when taking images across Ontario and using them to produce postcard views. The photographic negatives are for communities or geographic features within counties and districts across Ontario. There is more extensive coverage for Eastern and Northern areas of Ontario. Evans focused his photography on small towns and villages, beaches, camp grounds, lakes and rivers. There is some postcards for a small number of the negatives within the fonds or for images for that no negatives exist.

Restrictions
Some negatives are restricted due to their deteriorated or damaged condition.

Title Notes
Title of series is defined from name of county/district at the time of photography; the sub-series titles are based on the information on the envelopes.
Series Descriptions

AFC 385-S1 Algoma District.
19 envelopes : 161 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Algoma, or Algoma District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S1-SS1 Algoma Mills.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
A single negative showing Lake Lauzon Lodge.

AFC 385-S1-SS2 Blind River.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
A single negative showing Lakeside Avenue.

AFC 385-S1-SS3 Hilton Beach.
1 envelope : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, beach, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S1-SS4 Iron Bridge.
2 envelopes : 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, hotels and a bridge, fish, village and hotel.

AFC 385-S1-SS5 Jackfish.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the harbour and railroad.

AFC 385-S1-SS6 Jocelyn.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of a image of Holy Trinity Church.

AFC 385-S1-SS7 Kagawong Lake.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists views of the Bruce Resort.

AFC 385-S1-SS8 Richard's Landing.
1940.
2 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of miscellaneous images, with some being ordered by J.A. Allan.

AFC 385-S1-SS9 Ryerson Beach.
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for variety of miscellaneous unidentified images.

**AFC 385-S1-SS10 Spragge.**
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for variety of miscellaneous unidentified images.

**AFC 385-S1-SS11 Thessalon.**
2 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for variety of miscellaneous unidentified images.
AFC 385-S2 Brant County.
8 envelopes : 42 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Brant, or Brant County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

**AFC 385-S2-SS1 Brantford.**
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of images of Bell Homestead in Turella Heights.

**AFC 385-S2-SS2 Burford.**
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., scenery, street, church, Armoury, school, and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S2-SS3 Pinehurst Lake.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery and buildings.

**AFC 385-S2-SS4 Scotland.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for miscellaneous images of the community.

**AFC 385-S2-SS5 St. George.**
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for miscellaneous images of the community.
AFC 385-S3 Bruce County.
81 envelopes : 701 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Bruce, or Bruce County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S3-SS1 Allenford.
4 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a street scene, streets, churches (including United), Crawford's General Store and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS2 Barrow Bay.
3 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of seagulls, bay and cliff, scenery, post office and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS3 Cape Croker.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the soldier's memorial and Johnston's general store.

AFC 385-S3-SS4 Chesley (Cedar Harbour).
3 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Boys' camp, Riverside Park, Roxy Theatre, Main St., churches, Saugeen and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS5 Coploy's Bay.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Whicher's Store, Camborne Stone and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS6 Dyers Bay.
7 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Devil's Monument, Lakeside Inn, scenery, gas station, cliffs and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS7 Elmwood.
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Queens' Hotel, Pries General Store, CNR Station, Main St., churches, school and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS8 Formosa.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of view of town and flowing well.

AFC 385-S3-SS9 Hepworth.
1 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Subseries consists of negatives for images of station, church, street and a school.

**AFC 385-S3-SS10 Howdenvale.**

1 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of the village and various scenery.

**AFC 385-S3-SS11 Inverhuron.**

2 envelopes : 16 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of Iverhuron Beach, scenery, cabins and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS12 Mar.**

1 envelope : 1b&w negative

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for image of the road to Red Lake.

**AFC 385-S3-SS13 Lion's Head.**

1 envelope : 31 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of village scenes, scenery, streets and buildings and camp.

**AFC 385-S3-SS14 Lucknow.**

2 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of village scenes, Carnegie Hall, a school, churches and views of the city and village.

**AFC 385-S3-SS15 Meaford.**

1 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, village scenes & buildings.

**AFC 385-S3-SS16 Merlin.**

2 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of Strathaven Cabins, schools, gas station, churches, and town views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS17 Mildmay.**

1 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of buildings and village, train station, school and a church.

**AFC 385-S3-SS18 Oliphant.**

4 envelopes : 37 b&w negative

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, churches, King St. , Eldon St., scenery, McKenzie’s Store, residence, Camps, and islands.

**AFC 385-S3-SS19 Paisley.**

1 envelope : 25 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bridge, scenery, churches, school, streets and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS20 Park Head.**
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the dam, Main St. and bridge.

**AFC 385-S3-SS21 Pike Bay.**
1 envelope : 18 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages, scenery and various buildings.

**AFC 385-S3-SS22 Port Elgin.**
6 envelopes : 48 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS23 Red Bay.**
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for an image of a miscellaneous view.

**AFC 385-S3-SS24 Ripley.**
1 envelope : 23 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS25 Sauble Beach.**
4 envelopes : 58 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS26 Stokes Bay.**
2 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS27 Southampton.**
4 envelopes : 48 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS28 Tara.**
4 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views ordered by H.A. Van Husten.

**AFC 385-S3-SS29 Teeswater.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Devil's Monument, Lakeside Inn, scenery, gas station, cliffs and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S3-SS30 Tobermory.**
5 envelopes : 60 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS31 Walkerton.
3 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS32 Wiarton.
7 envelopes : 38 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S3-SS33 White Church.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S4 Carleton County.
1 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Carleton, or Carleton County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S4-SS1 Carlsbad Springs.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S5 Cochrane District.
10 envelopes : 61 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Cochrane, or Cochrane District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S5-SS1 Belle River Royal Drug Store.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Royal Drug Store, church and scenery.

AFC 385-S5-SS2 Cochrane.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, Courthouse, Post Office and Regal Block.

AFC 385-S5-SS3 Hearst.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, train station and bird's eye view.

AFC 385-S5-SS4 Iroquois Falls.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the power plant, bank, club, hospital, hotel and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S5-SS5 Matheson.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the hospital, city scenes, church and a school.

AFC 385-S5-SS6 South Porcupine.
3 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S5-SS7 Timmins.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

Restrictions
Access is restricted.

AFC 385-S5-SS8 Upton.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

Restrictions
Access is restricted.
AFC 385-S6 Dufferin County.
9 envelopes : 95 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Dufferin, or Dufferin County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

**AFC 385-S6-SS1 Dundalk.**
2 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the streets, churches, arena, park, CPR Station and miscellaneous views.

Restrictions
Access may be restricted to some negatives due to their condition.

**AFC 385-S6-SS2 Honeywood.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of main street and Eastholme.

**AFC 385-S6-SS3 Hornings Mills.**
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, streets, Walvington Place and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S6-SS4 Orangeville.**
3 envelopes : 50 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street., scenery, buildings, bridge, churches, Legrin Hall, schools, streets and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S6-SS5 Primrose.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S6-SS6 Shelburne.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S7 Durham County.
43 envelopes : 422 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of
Durham, or Durham County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S7-SS1 Blackstock.
3 envelopes : 24 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the McNally's Store, School, Church, and other
miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S7-SS2 Bowmanville.
6 envelopes : 57 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the camp, public buildings, church, hospital,
school, Lakeside Farm Resort, Main Street, lighthouse and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S7-SS3 Caesarea.
4 envelopes : 86 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of William's Pt., Lake Scugog, Watson's Grocery,
Glenlake Lodge, Kenosha House, Main St., Lake Scugog and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S7-SS4 Enniskillen.
2 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the streets, cottages, Falls, church, school,
Orange Hall, and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S7-SS5 Goodwood.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the church, Main St. and general store.

AFC 385-S7-SS6 Hampton.
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the cabins, church, scenery, streets and other
miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S7-SS7 Janetville Station.
3 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, bird's eye view, streets, park, church and
the station.

AFC 385-S7-SS8 Kendal.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for imagen of the Main Street.

AFC 385-S7-SS9 Kirby.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Log Road and river.

**AFC 385-S7-SS10 Lake Scugog.**
1 envelope : 29 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the camps, cottages, scenery and Nestleton Store.

**AFC 385-S7-SS11 Millbrook.**
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the village & buildings, churches, train station and scenery.

**AFC 385-S7-SS12 Newcastle.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the village, scenery and a church.

**AFC 385-S7-SS13 Newtonville.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S7-SS14 Orno.**
2 envelopes : 43 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the scenery, grave, farm, train station and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S7-SS15 Port Hope.**
8 envelopes : 42 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Ontario College of Art and other unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S7-SS16 Port Perry.**
5 envelopes : 41 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S7-SS17 Rouge River.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S7-SS18 St. Christopher.**
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of unidentified miscellaneous view.

**AFC 385-S7-SS19 Tyrone.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S8 Elgin County.
5 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Elgin, or Elgin County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S8-SS1 Eden.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a school, church and street.

AFC 385-S8-SS2 Mount Vernon.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the diner including exterior and interior shots.

AFC 385-S8-SS3 Ormond Beach.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the beach and scenery.

AFC 385-S8-SS4 West Lorne.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a school and other miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S9 Essex County.
49 envelopes : 378 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Essex, or Essex County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S9-SS1 Amherstburg.
2 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Fort Malden, streets, buildings and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS2 Arner.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of S. Abbot's General Store and Post Office.

AFC 385-S9-SS3 Belle River.
8 envelopes : 53 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the high school, scenery, streets scenes, church interior and church, school, drugstore, lighthouse, buildings and Main Street.

AFC 385-S9-SS4 Colchester.
6 envelopes : 56 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of McVittie's General Store, Ravene Hotel, Erieview Hotel, Lankin Boats, Main St., King St. cemeteries, old church, church, lighthouse, scenery, and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS5 Harrow.
4 envelopes : 24 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Haley Retreat, inside of chapel, Bailey Estates, school, W. Clark Ltd., theatre, streets and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS6 Emeryville.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of Tom's Curb Service.

AFC 385-S9-SS7 Essex.
4 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the New Curiosity Shop, Main St., school, memorial, Talbot St. church, library, tourist cabins and restaurants and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S9-SS8 Kingsville.
3 envelopes : 58 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery streets, residences, churches and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS9 Leamington.
2 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of fair, park, camp, beach, Erie St., high school, Point Pelee, dock, library, hiring fact, streets, post office and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS10 Maidstone.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lv's Snack Bar.

AFC 385-S9-SS11 Oxley Beach.
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, scenery and holy retreat.

AFC 385-S9-SS12 Pelee.
3 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of ferry, scenery, churches, buildings and camps.

AFC 385-S9-SS13 Point Pelee.
2 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of camps & scenery, buildings, Point Pelee National Park, market and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS14 Price.
1 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS15 St. Joachim.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS16 Stoney Point.
4 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS17 Tecumseh.
5 envelopes : 37 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S9-SS18 Woodslee.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S10 Frontenac County.  
43 envelopes : 360 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Frontenac, or Frontenac County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S10-SS1 Arden.  
6 envelopes : 58 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Fitzgerald Tye's Hotel, cottages & resorts, Kirk Cove, Big Gull Lake, a bird's eye view and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS2 Ardoch.  
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the general store, Pine Lake and the Mississippi River.

AFC 385-S10-SS3 Battersea.  
4 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Loughboro Inn, Loughboro View Hotel, Main St., Dog Lake, Loughboro Lake and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS4 Bedford Mills.  
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a general view, Devil's Lake and the village.

AFC 385-S10-SS5 Bob's Lake.  
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages and scenery.

AFC 385-S10-SS6 Buck Lake.  
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the lake and post office.

AFC 385-S10-SS7 Canonto.  
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the lake.

AFC 385-S10-SS8 Clarendon.  
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, Pete's Bay at Crotch Lake, and camps on Crotch Lake.

AFC 385-S10-SS9 Coxvale.  
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of lodges and cabins.
AFC 385-S10-SS10 Fernleigh.
5 envelopes: 42 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lodge, fish, deer hunting, Camp Kasawamak, Twin Oak Lodge, general store and post office, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS11 Harlow.
5 envelopes: 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Young's Camp, MacGregor's Resort & Lodge other scenery.

AFC 385-S10-SS12 Kingston.
1 envelope: 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of Murray Tower.

AFC 385-S10-SS13 Myer's Cave.
1 envelope: 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottage and river.

AFC 385-S10-SS14 Ompah.
1 envelope: 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, general store and a hotel.

AFC 385-S10-SS15 Parham.
1 envelope: 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, churches & building and a camp.

AFC 385-S10-SS16 Plevna.
2 envelopes: 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, scenery and cottage.

AFC 385-S10-SS17 Sharbot Lake.
2 envelopes: 58 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS18 Sydenham.
1 envelope: 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views for Boyce's Drug Store.

AFC 385-S10-SS19 Thompson.
1 envelope: 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS20 Tichborne.
3 envelopes: 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S10-SS21 Wolf Island.

1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content

Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S11 Grey County.
33 envelopes : 280 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Grey, or Grey County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S11-SS1 Berkeley.
2 envelopes : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street and a residence.

AFC 385-S11-SS2 Chatsworth.
2 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Main St., church and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S11-SS3 Desboro.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, street and a school.

AFC 385-S11-SS4 Durham.
7 envelopes : 46 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., windmill, Alf Goodwin Hotel, churches, memorial, bird’s eye view, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S11-SS5 Eugenia.
3 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of falls, Hydro Electric Power Co. dam, and power house.

AFC 385-S11-SS6 Feversham.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Beaver Rd. and Main St.

AFC 385-S11-SS7 Flesherton.
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of pond, Hydro dam, Eugenia Falls, Main St. and schools.

AFC 385-S11-SS8 Hanover.
3 envelopes : 27 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, school, Geimbecker residence, power plant, churches, streets, hospital and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S11-SS9 Holland Centre.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a bridge, churches, river, streets and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S11-SS10 Holstein.**
1 envelope : 21 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of park, scenery, church, streets and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S11-SS11 Kimberley.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St. and Mim Hall.

**AFC 385-S11-SS12 Markdale.**
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of city scenes, churches, school, and railway station.

**AFC 385-S11-SS13 Meaford.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bus and harbour scenes.

**AFC 385-S11-SS14 Mount Forest.**
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets and buildings, scenery, station and church.

**AFC 385-S11-SS15 Neustadt.**
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S11-SS16 North Keppel.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.

**AFC 385-S11-SS17 Owen Sound.**
1 envelope : 19 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, Manitoulin ferry, town and harbour.

**AFC 385-S11-SS18 Priceville.**
3 envelopes : 39 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S11-SS19 Thornbury.**
2 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives  
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S11-SS20 Walter's Falls.**
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S12 Haldimand County.
33 envelopes : 328 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Haldimand, or Haldimand County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S12-SS1 Caledonia.
2 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, dairy, Argyle St., school, Town Hall, Grand River, bridge and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS2 Cayuga.
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bridge, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS3 Dunnville.
4 envelopes : 54 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Travellers Rest, Hwy #3, streets, churches, bandshell, municipal building, hospital, scenery, industry and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS4 Featherstone Point.
3 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach scene, beach and cottages, Dibden’s Groceries and miscellaneous scenery views.

AFC 385-S12-SS5 Fisherville.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Haldimand Youth Centre, business section and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS6 Hagersville.
2 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Main St., park, town hall, Gypsum Plant, church, streets and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS7 Mohawk Point.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of a unidentified miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S12-SS8 Nanticoke.
6 envelopes : 82 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS9 Peacock Point.
1946.
2 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottage and scenery and other miscellaneous views (some taken in 1946).

AFC 385-S12-SS10 Port Maitland.
4 envelopes : 47 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Main St., church and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS11 Selkirk.
May 24, 1954.
6 envelopes : 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Thomas Gold - Erie Cove and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S12-SS12 Woodlawn Park.
May 24, 1955..
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S13 Haliburton County.
29 envelopes : 203 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Haliburton, or Haliburton County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S13-SS1 Boskung.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the lake.

AFC 385-S13-SS2 Carnarvon.
5 envelopes : 45 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Horseshoe Narrows, church, scenery, Roger's Mill Yard, Moore's Bridge, 12 Mile Lake, Beech River, Red Umbrella Inn and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S13-SS3 Gooderham.
4 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of aerial view, Falconer's General Store, lake, city view, Burnt River, dam, school and community hall, streets and scenery.

AFC 385-S13-SS4 Haliburton.
9 envelopes : 57 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., Northern Eagle Lodge, scenery, Koo Shog Lake, Drag Lake, Deer Lodge, Haliburton Highlands Gold Course, streets, churches, school, birds eye-view, Northern Eagle Hotel, lodges and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S13-SS5 Highland Grove.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of West Bay Lodge and Trout Lake.

AFC 385-S13-SS6 Ingoldsby.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Kashagawigamog Lake.

AFC 385-S13-SS7 Lochlin.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.

AFC 385-S13-SS8 Minder.
2 envelopes : 41 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, camps, village scenes and buildings.

AFC 385-S13-SS9 Patterson's Bay
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of Oxtongue Lake.
AFC 385-S13-SS10 Troy Hill.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, bird's eye view from the Mill and the United Church.

AFC 385-S13-SS11 Wilberforce.
3 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Red Cross Outpost and interior of an Anglican Church, Terrace Inn, farms and landscapes.
AFC 385-S14 Halton County.
14 envelopes : 121 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Halton, or Halton County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S14-SS1 Acton.
3 envelopes : 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of post office, church, Fairy Lake, Mill St., churches, tannery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S14-SS2 Bronte.
2 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the beach, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S14-SS3 Campbellville.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, Main St., and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S14-SS4 Georgetown.
3 envelopes : 34 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of post office, Main St., Wrigglesworth School and other schools, golf links, Grand Trunk Railway Station, streets, churches and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S14-SS5 Glen Williams.
2 envelopes : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, dam, street scenes and scenery.

AFC 385-S14-SS6 Milton.
1 envelope : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, village and buildings, scenery and schools.

AFC 385-S14-SS7 Nassagaweya.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, Church St., cottage and a monument.

AFC 385-S14-SS8 Oakville.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, streets and an inn.
AFC 385-S15 Hastings County.
6 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Hastings, or Hastings County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S15-SS1 Marmora.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of city view, Crowe Lake and Crowe River bridge.

AFC 385-S15-SS2 Madoc.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, [Aunorin], church and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S15-SS3 Steenburg.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of Bass Lake.

AFC 385-S15-SS4 Trenton.
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Trenton Air Dome and miscellaneous Downtown scenes.

AFC 385-S15-SS5 Tweed.
2 envelopes : 6 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Downtown, Huyck's Hotel and miscellaneous scenery.
AFC 385-S16 Huron County.
22 envelopes : 155 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Huron or Huron County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S16-SS1 Bayfield.
7 envelopes : 42 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bayfield River, park, Clan Gregor Square, street scene, scenery and sunsets.

AFC 385-S16-SS2 Belgrave.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church and the Main Street.

AFC 385-S16-SS3 Bluevale.
1 envelope : 21 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, Maitland River, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S16-SS4 Blyth.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Canadian National Railway Station, residence of J. Elliott and school.

AFC 385-S16-SS5 Brussels.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of post office and the Main St.

AFC 385-S16-SS6 Clinton
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., Royal Bank, church, school, library, and a bird's eye view.

AFC 385-S16-SS7 Fordwich.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of dam, street, school, church and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S16-SS8 Goderich.
3 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, lighthouses, scenery, harbour, Town Hall and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S16-SS9 Gorrie.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of Maitland River.

**AFC 385-S16-SS10 Hensall.**
2 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, streets, train station, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S16-SS11 Kintail.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of general store and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S16-SS12 Zurich.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of mill, Main St., St. Boniface Church and No. 84 Highway
AFC 385-S17 Kenora District.
5 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Kenora, or Kenora District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S17-SS1 Dryden.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of aerial views.

AFC 385-S17-SS2 McIntosh.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.

AFC 385-S17-SS3 Rowan Lake.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S17-SS4 Sioux Lookout.
2 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Kenora Highway, Pellican Lake, pioneers, Vermillion, sunrise, Frog Rapids, bird's eye view, air mail, English River Falls, Indian Hospital, Highway No.72 and other miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S18 Kent County.
55 envelopes : 412 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Kent, or Kent County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S18-SS1 Blenheim.
8 envelopes : 49 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Gangle's Store, Linley Drug Store, Municipal Building, downtown, Town Hall, Streets, Baird Public School, Main St., buildings, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS2 Bothwell.
7 envelopes : 63 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Marcus Grove Gas Station, Town Hall, Bank of Montreal, monument, businesses, schools, memorial, Main St., Joy Theatre, churches, streets and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS3 Cedar Springs.
3 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Pardo's Grocery and Tea Room, Fleming's Store and Main St.

AFC 385-S18-SS4 Chatham.
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Wm. Pitt Hotel, [Victoria Ave.?], Thames River and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS5 Dresden.
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, Josiah Henson's Grave, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS6 Erieau.
4 envelopes : 43 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of harbour, Fleming's Grocery, church, onion?, lighthouse, sailboats, coal docks, boats, beach, train station, school, hotel and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS7 Highgate.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of hotel, streets, churches, post office and canners.

AFC 385-S18-SS8 Morpeth.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of store & post office.
AFC 385-S18-SS9 North Buxton.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of Main St.

AFC 385-S18-SS10 Port Alma
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cabins, village, factory and general store.

AFC 385-S18-SS11 Ridgetown.
10 envelopes : 59 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Presbyterian Church, Lawn Bowling Green, Provincial Experimental Farm, The Seventh Green at The Golf Country Club, Lakeshore Drive along Lake Erie and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS12 Rondeau Beach.
1953-1955.
6 envelopes : 49 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS13 Thamesville.
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS14 Tilbury.
1 envelope : 29 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS15 Tupperville.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS16 Wallaceburg.
5 envelopes : 45 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S18-SS17 Wheatley.
3 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of various unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S19 Lanark County.
13 envelopes : 77 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Lanark, or Lanark County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S19-SS1 Christy Lake.
2 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the lake.

AFC 385-S19-SS2 Lanark.
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lake Dalhouse, Clyde River, town hall, Clyde Hall, hotel and [convenience] store, and Boyd St.

AFC 385-S19-SS3 Lavant Station.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village views.

AFC 385-S19-SS4 Maberly.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of park and scenery.

AFC 385-S19-SS5 Otty Lake.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of hotels & cabins and scenery.

AFC 385-S19-SS6 Perth.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages & scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S19-SS7 Pine Grove.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of YMCA camp, bird's eye view and scenery.

AFC 385-S19-SS8 Rideau Ferry.
ca. 1942.
4 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S20 United Counties of Leeds and Grenville.

30 envelopes : 150 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S20-SS1 Brockville.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Hudson's Point Tourist Camp.

AFC 385-S20-SS2 Chaffey's Locks.
2 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Opinicon, locks and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S20-SS3 Charleston.
12 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, Lamps Camps, cottages, general store and harbor view.

AFC 385-S20-SS4 Elgin.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches and a street view.

AFC 385-S20-SS5 Gananoque.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Grace Church and eastern gateway.

AFC 385-S20-SS6 Jones Falls.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of locks and the falls.

AFC 385-S20-SS7 Lyndhurst.
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, village scenes and other scenery.

AFC 385-S20-SS8 Maitland.
1 postcard
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of an unidentified postcard view.

AFC 385-S20-SS9 Newboro.
7 envelopes : 33 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of camping on Grass Point, bridge, Rideau Hotel, scenery, Calanders, view of Newboro Lake, Rideau Hotel, Adanac, Grass Point, Two Points, looking through "The Elbow", outside "The Elbow", white shoals, canal from Rideau to Newboro
Lake, Shadow Island and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S20-SS10 Portland.
2 envelopes : 28 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S20-SS11 Spencerville.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S20-SS12 Seely's Bay.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous negatives.

AFC 385-S20-SS13 Westport.
5 envelopes : 64 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottage on Sand Lake and other unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S21 Lennox and Addington County.  
21 envelopes : 92 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Lennox and Addington, or Lennox and Addington County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S21-SS1 Camden East.  
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., dam and Napanee River.

AFC 385-S21-SS2 Cedar Grove.  
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of

AFC 385-S21-SS3 Cloyne.  
7 envelopes : 35 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bon Echo Rock, Mazinaw Lake, scenery, Spencer's General Store, Myer's Cave, Rutland Lodge, Salmond's Resort and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S21-SS4 Enterprise.  
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St. and churches.

AFC 385-S21-SS5 Erinsville ..  
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous residences, Beaver Lake, Neville's Point and a church.

AFC 385-S21-SS6 Newburgh.  
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S21-SS7 Northbrook.  
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Loon Lake, hotel and Main St.

AFC 385-S21-SS8 Odessa.  
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, school, churches, bank and scenery.

AFC 385-S21-SS9 Tamworth.  
3 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S21-SS10 Weslemkoon.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S21-SS11 Yarker.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S22 Lincoln County.
6 envelopes : 21 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Lincoln, or Lincoln County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S22-SS1 Beamsville.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of King St.

AFC 385-S22-SS2 Niagara-on-the Lake.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets & buildings, lighthouse and scenery.

AFC 385-S22-SS3 Port Dalhousie.
2 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Port of city of St. Catherine and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S22-SS4 Smithville.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S22-SS5 Wellandport.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S23 Manitoulin District.
53 envelopes : 455 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Manitoulin, or Manitoulin District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S23-SS1 Gore Bay.
3 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, village, Griffith's Camp, house, Witty's Camp, church, and post office.

AFC 385-S23-SS2 Kagawong.
5 envelopes : 52 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cabins, fish, scenery, hotels, general store, Anglican Church and streets.

AFC 385-S23-SS3 Little Current.
2 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Manitoulin House, loading ships, Laclode Inn, scenery and Main Street.

AFC 385-S23-SS4 Mac's Camp.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS5 Manitowaning.
2 envelopes : 47 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, village scenes, schools, hunting/fishing and churches.

AFC 385-S23-SS6 Meldrum Bay.
2 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, village scenes, fawn fed by cow, church and the bay.

AFC 385-S23-SS7 Mindemoyo.
3 envelopes : 60 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, S S. Manitou, gas station, village street & buildings, camp and fish.

AFC 385-S23-SS8 Nikwemikong.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS9 Providence Bay.
2 envelopes : 27 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS10 Rockville.
1939.
5 envelopes : 43 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS11 Sandfield.
3 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS12 Sheguiandah.
3 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Red Lodge and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS13 Silver Water.
2 envelopes : 24 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS14 Spring Bay.
1934.
7 envelopes : 35 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bruce’s Resort and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS15 South Baymouth.
9 envelopes : 54 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS16 Tehkummah.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of unidentified miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S23-SS17 West Bay.
1942.
6 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of general store, school and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S23-SS18 Wikwemikong.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S24 Middlesex County.
34 envelopes : 165 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Middlesex, or Middlesex County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S24-SS1 Ailsa Craig.
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS2 Appin.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS3 Belmont.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Royal Muskoka & Belmont House and scenery.

AFC 385-S24-SS4 Delaware.
2 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of town hall, general store, and also includes Kerwood and Lobo.

AFC 385-S24-SS5 Denfield.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of King St.

AFC 385-S24-SS6 Glencoe.
6 envelopes : 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS7 Glanworth.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS8 Granton.
2 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS9 Ilderton.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S24-SS10 Kerwood.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS11 Lambeth.**
3 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS12 Lobo.**
2 envelopes : 2 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS13 Lucan.**
4 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS14 Macksville.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of McAlpine's Store.

**AFC 385-S24-SS15 Melbourne.**
2 envelopes : 3 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS16 Mt. Bridges.**
1 envelope : 12 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, buildings & streets and a factory.

**AFC 385-S24-SS17 Napier.**
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negative for image of Cairngorm Store, Cairngorm, Metcalfe Township, Conc.12, Lot 2.

**AFC 385-S24-SS18 Newbury.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS19 Sterling.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S24-SS20 Wardsville.**
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S25 Muskoka District.
50 envelopes : 381 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Muskoka, or Muskoka District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S25-SS1 Baysville.
3 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Robertson Inn, Lake of Bays, Idlewyld, Burlmarie House, the falls and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS2 Birkendale.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS3 Bracebridge.
1 envelope : 23 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of falls, wharf, Main St., post office and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS4 Cedar Beach.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS5 Dorset.
3 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of view from tower at Lake of Bays, scenery, McKeys Store, SS Iroquois, Ox Narrows Tourist Camp and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS6 Elgin House.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of luxury resort.

AFC 385-S25-SS7 Falconburg.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of street scene.

AFC 385-S25-SS8 Foote's Bay.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the bay.

AFC 385-S25-SS9 Fox Point.
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of view lodge and cabin, scenery and miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S25-SS10 Gravenhurst.  
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery and BA Gas Station. See also under Kilworthy.

AFC 385-S25-SS11 Honey Harbour.  
4 envelopes : 67 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of fish, scenery, Lovers' Bay, camps & lodges, ships and hotel.

AFC 385-S25-SS12 Huntsville.  
2 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bayview Lodge, Oxbow Lodge, Cedar Grove Lodge and Harry Booth's Store.

AFC 385-S25-SS13 Kkahshe Lake.  
4 envelopes : 90 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, hotels, cottages, cabins and beach.

AFC 385-S25-SS14 Kilworthy.  
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Mount Royal Hotel likely in Gravenhurst and Kilworthy.

AFC 385-S25-SS15 Lake of Bays.  
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of lodge & scenery.

AFC 385-S25-SS16 Mortimer's Point.  
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Pleasant View Inn.

AFC 385-S25-SS17 Port Carling.  
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Whiting's Restaurant, harbour, village and a building.

AFC 385-S25-SS18 Port Cunnington.  
4 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS19 Port Sydney.  
5 envelopes : 34 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S25-SS20 Pow Wow Point.  
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Pow Wow Point Resort (includes cabins), Peninsula Lake, Lake of Bays district, tennis court and Portage Lodge

**AFC 385-S25-SS21 Severn Bridge.**
3 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS22 Sparrow Lake.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS23 Torrance.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS24 Utterson.**
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS25 Walker's Point.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS26 White Lake.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S25-SS27 Wolverine Beach.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S26 Nipissing District.
47 envelopes : 249 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Nipissing, or Nipissing District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S26-SS1 Algonquin Camp.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of South River and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S26-SS2 Astorville.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Big Moose Camp and Lake Nosbonsing

AFC 385-S26-SS3 Bonfield.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S26-SS4 Callander.
24 envelopes : 110 b&w negatives
Scope and Content

AFC 385-S26-SS5 Ferris.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of animals.

AFC 385-S26-SS6 Lavigne.
1 envelope : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lucky Strike Camp, Sininminis, scenery, cottages and a residence.

AFC 385-S26-SS7 North Bay.
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Nipissing Cabins, scenery and cottages/cabins.

AFC 385-S26-SS8 Sturgeon Falls.
6 envelopes : 45 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Meadowside Inn, La Plage Camp, Lake Nipissing, Pharmacy Maranda, Sunbeam Lodge and other unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S26-SS9 Timagami.
4 envelopes : 33 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S26-SS10 Trout Mills.
2 envelopes : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S26-SS11 Verner.
2 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S26-SS12 Wolseley Bay.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of main lodge.
AFC 385-S27 Norfolk County.
123 envelopes : 664 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Norfolk, or Norfolk County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S27-SS1 Avalon Park.
2 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages, fishermen and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS2 Courtland.
1 envelope : 16 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, churches, schools, Stan's Place and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS3 Delhi.
3 envelopes : 38 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Ethnic Centers, streets, churches, schools, Main St., club, Tobacco Co., Imperial Tobacco, aerial view, Rhone Valley and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS4 Fisher's Glen.
3 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of hotel, school, Rowan Valley, Sulphur Spring and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS5 Forestville.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St. and a church.

AFC 385-S27-SS6 La Salette.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of interior of Roman Catholic Church, Buyer's General Store and a church.

AFC 385-S27-SS7 Langton.
4 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Baptist Church, churches & grotto, streets, village, park, building and farm.

AFC 385-S27-SS8 Long Point.
43 envelopes : 43 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Long Point Company, Long Point Beach, Wilson residence, plane crash and unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S27-SS9 Normandale.
3 envelopes : 57 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Ryerson Beach cottages, scenery, cottages, village and buildings and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS10 Port Dover.
19 envelopes : 116 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS11 Port Rowan.
18 envelopes : 95 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, church, Main St., aerial views, boy and girl and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS12 Simcoe.
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS13 St. Williams.
1 envelope : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS14 The Sand Hills.
1 envelope : 13 postcards
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS15 Tobacco Farming.
3 envelopes : 40 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS16 Turkey Point.
9 envelopes : 73 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS17 Vittoria.
2 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS18 Walsh.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS19 Waterford.
2 envelopes : 55 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S27-SS20 Wilsonville.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS21 Windham Centre.
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S27-SS22 Wyecombe.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S28 Northumberland County.
50 envelopes : 326 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Northumberland, or Northumberland County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S28-SS1 Alderville.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church and hall, and the village.

AFC 385-S28-SS2 Baltimore.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Crossen's home, church, Main Street and bird's eye view.

AFC 385-S28-SS3 Bewdley.
envelopes : b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of catch of 17 fish, Bewdley on Rice Lake, Jean Ruth Camp and store, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS4 Brighton.
5 envelopes : 32 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of lighthouse, Presqu'elle Pt., Main St., church, Reni Place, Melody Inn and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS5 Campbellford.
8 envelopes : 41 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bradley Bay, Rest-A-While Resort, pulp mill, Trent Canal, church, Puff Ball Inn and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS6 Colborne.
5 envelopes : 43 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, school, church and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS7 Crow Bay.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, bridge, fish and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS8 Gore's Landing.
6 envelopes : 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content

AFC 385-S28-SS9 Grafton.
4 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, town hall, Main St., school, City Service Lunch Stop and Tourist Camp and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S28-SS10 Harwood.
2 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, scenery, hotel, Rice Lake and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS11 Healy Falls.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of power house, Trent Canal, falls and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S28-SS12 Rosneath.
2 envelopes : 16 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Rice Lake, Macklin's Landing and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS13 Trent River.
5 envelopes : 40 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S28-SS14 Warkworth.
3 envelopes : 22 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of town hall, birds eye view, Main St. and a miscellaneous view.
AFC 385-S29 Ontario County.
49 envelopes : 431 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Ontario, or Ontario County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S29-SS1 Armstrong's Point.
3 envelopes : 33 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages and Lake Scugog.

AFC 385-S29-SS2 Atherley.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Fern Cottage and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS3 Beaverton.
4 envelopes : 94 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of street, churches, buildings, scenery, locks, churches and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS4 Blackwater.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS5 Brechin.
4 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beaches, churches, Main St., Concord Pt., church, Ridge Ave. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS6 Brooklyn.
3 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Grand Trunk Railway Station, streets, school, mill, parks and the elms at the old dam.

AFC 385-S29-SS7 Brougham.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Brock Rd., Main St. and churches.

AFC 385-S29-SS8 Dunbarton.
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, streets, the manse, beach and St. Paul's Anglican Church.

AFC 385-S29-SS9 Frenchman's Bay.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.
AFC 385-S29-SS10 Gambebridge.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, village, Gambride Inn and a bridge.

AFC 385-S29-SS11 Green Bank.
6 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cabins, the square, church, streets, Main St., the hollow and the glen.

AFC 385-S29-SS12 Green River.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of park, Main St., general store, bridge and a church.

AFC 385-S29-SS13 Housey's Rapid.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery and the general store.

AFC 385-S29-SS14 Longford Mills.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, beach and Camp Holiday.

AFC 385-S29-SS15 Pickering.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the bridge.

AFC 385-S29-SS16 Port Bolster.
2 envelopes : 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Port Club, cottages and scenery, and Pavlowa Gardens.

AFC 385-S29-SS17 Scugog Island.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS18 Sebright.
2 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S29-SS19 Stephenson's Point.
1 envelope : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Scugog and unidentified miscellaneous views of the point.

AFC 385-S29-SS20 Udeny.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S29-SS21 Uxbridge.**
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S29-SS22 Wagner's Lake.**
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S29-SS23 Washago.**
4 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S29-SS24 Whitby/Wroxter.**
1939.
3 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Algoma Tourist Home + Cabin and other unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S29-SS25 Woodbridge/Whitevale.**
2 envelopes : 27 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S30 Oxford County.
30 envelopes : 285 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Oxford, or Oxford County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S30-SS1 Beachville.
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Canadian Pacific Railway Station, lime quarry, streets, churches and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S30-SS2 Drumbo.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, Main St., school and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S30-SS3 Harrington.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view and mill pond.

AFC 385-S30-SS4 Hickson.
1 envelope : 17 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, churches, schools, and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S30-SS5 Ingersoll.
1 envelope : 25 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of parks, hospital, industry, and unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S30-SS6 Innerkip.
2 envelopes : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school and Mr. Yeo's residence.

AFC 385-S30-SS7 Kintore.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of street, churches, schools, residence and scenery.

AFC 385-S30-SS8 Lakeside.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Crystal Park.

AFC 385-S30-SS9 Norwich.
3 envelopes : 21 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., village and building, arena, park,
landmarks, school and Borden Milk Company.

**AFC 385-S30-SS10 Ostrander.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church and general store.

**AFC 385-S30-SS11 Otterville.**
3 envelopes : 63 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, pool, scenery, streets, schools, industry, post office and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS12 Plattsville.**
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Miss Byrde's home, bridge, park, buildings & church and town.

**AFC 385-S30-SS13 Princeton.**
2 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., Borden's, Oxford Telephone Co., Sacred Heart Church and other unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS14 Springford.**
1949.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS15 Tavistock.**
1949.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS16 Thamesford.**
4 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS17 Tilsonburg.**
2 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S30-SS18 Woodstock.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Parry Sound, or Parry Sound District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

**AFC 385-S31-SS1** Arnstein.
2 envelopes : 3 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of country road and lake views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS2** Britt.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Britt Supply and Britt Trading.

**AFC 385-S31-SS3** Burke's Falls.
6 envelopes : 35 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Bernard Lake Lodge, Doe Bay, Maganatawan River, Thompson's Rapids, bridge, river, So-Ho-Mish Lodge, Lake Bernard Lodge, post office, Hotel Central, overview and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS4** Byng Inlet.
2 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Still River, CPR coal docks, Maganatawan River, factory and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS5** Dunchurch.
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, Dobb's Store and a church.

**AFC 385-S31-SS6** Eagle Lake.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.

**AFC 385-S31-SS7** Emsdale.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St. and So-Ho-Mish Lodge.

**AFC 385-S31-SS8** French River.
2 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages and scenery.

**AFC 385-S31-SS9** Golden Valley.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Cameron's General Store, school and a church.
AFC 385-S31-SS10 Kearney.
2 envelopes : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., bridge and Magnetawan

AFC 385-S31-SS11 Lake Joseph.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Gordon Bay and Hamer Bay.

AFC 385-S31-SS12 Lighthouse Beach.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach scenes.

AFC 385-S31-SS13 Magnetawan.
3 envelopes : 39 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, church, Belview Terrance, schools, Camp Chemong and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S31-SS14 Miller Rock.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of unidentified miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S31-SS15 Nipissing.
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of fish, scenery, bridge, and general store.

AFC 385-S31-SS16 Orrville.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of residence and scenery.

AFC 385-S31-SS17 Parry Sound.
3 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, buildings & churches, town & scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S31-SS18 Port Carmen.
2 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Grandview Point, scenery and camps.

AFC 385-S31-SS19 Port Loring.
1945.
4 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Blue Bird Bungalow and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S31-SS20 Powassan.
3 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS21 Restoule.**
5 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Commanda Lake, Restoule Inn and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS22 Rousseau.**
4 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS23 Scotia.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS24 South River.**
3 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS25 Sundridge.**
1945.
2 envelopes : 33 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Marigold Tea Room and unidentified miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S31-SS26 Trout Creek.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S32 Peel County.
29 envelopes : 289 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Peel, or Peel County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S32-SS1 Albion.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of St. John's Roman Catholic Church.

AFC 385-S32-SS2 Alton.
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, Credit River, church, school, Baptist church, Terrace Hill Lodge and Meek's Pond.

AFC 385-S32-SS3 Belfountain.
4 envelopes : 71 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, Forks of the Credit, the park, fountian, Blarney Stone, Wayside Inn and village.

AFC 385-S32-SS4 Bolton.
6 envelopes : 92 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, Main St., schools, miscellaneous views, Queen Street, streets, Hastings Lodge, camps/resorts, city, McFalls Dam, Humber River, bird's eye view, Caledon Club, general store and post office, church and hotel.

AFC 385-S32-SS5 Brampton.
2 envelopes : 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Eldorado Park, Main St., Court House, AvroAir, Dixie Cup, Malton Airport and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S32-SS6 Cheltenham.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Ferndale Park and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S32-SS7 Credit Forks.
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, brimstone, train station and shale production.

AFC 385-S32-SS8 Erindale.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, bridge, and G.W. Morris General Store.

AFC 385-S32-SS9 Inglewood.
2 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of railway station, Morey's Confectionary, Credit River, scenery, streets and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S32-SS10 Malton.
2 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of airport, church, TransCanada Airlines, barracks, and city views.

AFC 385-S32-SS11 Port Credit.
4 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S32-SS12 Terra Cotta.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of unidentified miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S32-SS13 Victoria.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S33 Perth County.
11 envelopes : 124 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Perth, or Perth County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S33-SS1 Atwood.
2 envelopes : 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, streets, schools and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S33-SS2 Dublin.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, bird's eye view and streets.

AFC 385-S33-SS3 Kirkton.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches and Main St.

AFC 385-S33-SS4 Listowel.
1 envelope : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets & buildings, churches and the Country Club.

AFC 385-S33-SS5 Milverton.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village scenes & buildings, churches and a school.

AFC 385-S33-SS6 Monkton.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village and churches.

AFC 385-S33-SS7 Palmerston.
1 envelope : 33 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, church and building, train station and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S33-SS8 Shakespeare.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of public school, Main St. and Presbyterian Church.

AFC 385-S33-SS9 Stratford.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Ontario St., Lions Swimming Pool, Victoria Lake,
St. Joseph's Church and the post office.

**AFC 385-S33-SS10 Woodham.**

1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*

Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Peterborough, or Peterborough County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

**AFC 385-S34-SS1 Apsley.**
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Brown's Store and scenery.

**AFC 385-S34-SS2 Bailieboro.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a church and streets.

**AFC 385-S34-SS3 Bridgenorthy.**
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negative for image of a bridge.

**AFC 385-S34-SS4 Buckhorn.**
3 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Buckhorn Lake, Windover's Cabin's, the rock, bridge, falls, river and a miscellaneous view.

**AFC 385-S34-SS5 Burleigh Falls.**
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of River, Park Hotel and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S34-SS6 Crow River.**
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negative for image of Williams' Fishing Camp.

**AFC 385-S34-SS7 Crow's Landing.**
1 envelope : 30 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St.

**AFC 385-S34-SS8 Havelock.**
1 envelope : 24 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, churches, scenery, school and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S34-SS9 Kawartha Park.**
1 envelope : 15 b&w negatives
**Scope and Content**
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cabins and scenery.
AFC 385-S34-SS10 Keene.  
3 envelopes : 28 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Rice Lake, view of village, Serpent Mounds, memorial, Godfrey's Lodge, churches, streets, Hank's Place, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S34-SS11 Lakefield.  
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, scenery, residence, locks and school.

AFC 385-S34-SS12 Nogies Creek.  
1 envelope : 34 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, village & buildings, and camps & lodges.

AFC 385-S34-SS13 Norwood.  
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, residence, scenery, landmark and R.H. Gardner from Germany.

AFC 385-S34-SS14 Rockcroft.  
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of D. Hoskins General Store and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S34-SS15 Selwyn.  
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S35 United Counties of Prescott and Russell.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the United Counties of Prescott and Russell in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S35-SS1 Carillon.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of a church and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S35-SS2 Hawkesbury.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Bridge Inn.
AFC 385-S36 Prince Edward County
6 envelopes: 47 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Prince Edward, or Prince Edward County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S36-SS1 Bloomfield.
1 envelope: 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Black Water area and [Blackstock].

AFC 385-S36-SS2 Picton.
1 envelope: 31 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lakeland Hotel, scenery, buildings & hotel, street and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S36-SS3 Rainy River.
1 envelope: 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of unidentified miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S36-SS4 Wellington.
3 envelopes: 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negative for image of fish.
AFC 385-S37 Rainy River District.
2 envelopes : 32 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Rainy River, or Rainy River District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S37-SS1 Emo.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, baby and baby moose, papoose and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S37-SS2 Fort Frances.
2 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of park, bridges, brewery, Dahlberg, mill, Scott St. and other miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S38 Renfrew County.
18 envelopes : 114 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Renfrew, or Renfrew County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S38-SS1 Black Donald.
3 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Calabogie Lake, Whitefish Lake, animals and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S38-SS2 Calabogie.
3 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of convent and school, church, dam, Legris House, Calabogie Lake, Bunt Inn and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S38-SS3 Eganville.
3 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, post office, Bridge St., street, bird's eye view, schools, convent, Main St., pitching horseshoes, Dr. Galligan's residence and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S38-SS4 Forester's Falls.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S38-SS5 Golden Lake.
3 envelopes : 27 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Gilwinkee Lodge, lodges and camps, lake scenery, village and Golden Beach Tourist Camp.

AFC 385-S38-SS6 Killaloe.
3 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., schools, River Rd., churches, streets, Round Lake and Golden Lake.

AFC 385-S38-SS7 Pembroke.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Clearview Cabins.

AFC 385-S38-SS8 Westmeath.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S39 Simcoe County.
118 envelopes : 794 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Simcoe, or Simcoe County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

**AFC 385-S39-SS1 Alcona Beach.** 4 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach, Innisfil Park, Avon Lodge, general store, beach with people, Alcona Beach, Cedar Harbour, Angus and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS2 Allandale.** 1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of college and streets.

**AFC 385-S39-SS3 Alliston.** 2 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Riverdale Park, Boyne River, streets, golf course, Main Street, Anglican Church and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS4 Angus.** 2 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Forestry Station, village, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS5 Ballydown.** 2 envelopes : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach (at Lake Simcoe), Ballydown Beach, and McVicar Cottages.

**AFC 385-S39-SS6 Balm Beach.** 4 envelopes : 32 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views, beach and vicinity, Collard’s Groceteria, Webb’s Drugs, and cabins and general store.

**AFC 385-S39-SS7 Barillia Park.** 2 envelopes : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of lake and vicinity and miscellaneous view.

**AFC 385-S39-SS8 Barrie.** 2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Vespra Fruit Farms and Mr. Gossling.

**AFC 385-S39-SS9 Belle Ewart.** 4 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street, dock and boathouse, beach, Arnold St., Cooke's Bay, Munsey Street, Riding School and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS10 Bradford.**
6 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street, school, Riverview Inn, Bradford Garden, church, post office, drug store, Holland St., Barrie St., Arnsnorve, Holland Marsh, the Village Inn and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS11 Big Bay Point.**
4 envelopes : 38 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Hotel, Main St., Big Bay Point Hotel, scenery and lodges, the White Cottage, Edgewater, Minnetonka Lodge and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS12 Big Cedar Point.**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Tent City Hotel.

**AFC 385-S39-SS13 Bond Head.**
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS14 Coldwater.**
2 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, churches, streets, Main St., river, library and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS15 Collingwood**  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of post office, school, Hurontario St. and parks.

**AFC 385-S39-SS16 Cookstown.**
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., school, Dawson's Drug Store, church and the war memorial.

**AFC 385-S39-SS17 Craigvale.**
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Leonard Beach and another beach.

**AFC 385-S39-SS18 Creemore.**
1 envelope : 22 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, churches, scenery, schools and a miscellaneous view.

**AFC 385-S39-SS19 Dunedin.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.
AFC 385-S39-SS20 Elmvale.
2 envelopes : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages, beach, Main St. and a Presbyterian Church.

AFC 385-S39-SS21 Everett.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Grand Trunk Railway Station and Main St.

AFC 385-S39-SS22 Gilford.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS23 Glenwood Beach.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of beach.

AFC 385-S39-SS24 Hawkstone.
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Girl Guide Camp, scenery, streets, and other miscellaneous views.

1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of street view and scenery.

AFC 385-S39-SS26 Innisfel Park.
1 envelope : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, park and Alcona Beach.

AFC 385-S39-SS27 Lake Simcoe.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Killarney Beach and Glenwood.

AFC 385-S39-SS28 Lefroy.
2 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, Bonsecoure Point, Stoney Point, scenery and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS29 Leonard's Beach.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S39-SS30 Midland.
2 envelopes : 45 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of harbour, churches, shrine and village.

**AFC 385-S39-SS31 New Lowell.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., train station, church and scenery.

**AFC 385-S39-SS32 New Wasago Beach.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS33 Orillia.**
2 envelopes : 16 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of monument, park, Tom Hill's Gas Station, Bard's General Store, fire truck, scenery and buildings.

**AFC 385-S39-SS34 Oro.**
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village and scenery.

**AFC 385-S39-SS35 Oro Station.**
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, cottages & lodges, streets, hunts, miscellaneous view, general store and train.

**AFC 385-S39-SS36 Orr Lake.**
2 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, reforestation, cottages and lodges and general store.

**AFC 385-S39-SS37 Perkinsfield.**
1 envelope : 12 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lafaires Store, Cawaja Beach, road to Cawaja Beach, Gino Cottage, road scene, and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS38 Penetanguishene.**
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, town and the crucifix.

**AFC 385-S39-SS39 Port McNicoll.**
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS40 Port Severn.**
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S39-SS41 Port Stanton.  
9 envelopes : 42 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Sunset Rock, Sparrow Lake, Deep Bay on Sparrow Lake, government dock, Willwood Inn from rear and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS42 Simcoe Beach.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negative for image of Hooper's Store.

AFC 385-S39-SS43 Stroud.  
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Garden Mucking Boat, Sandy Cove Golf Course and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS44 Thornton.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS45 Thunder Bay Beach.  
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of photographs for images of Balm Beach and Thunder Bay area.

AFC 385-S39-SS46 Torrance.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negative for image of the lake.

AFC 385-S39-SS47 Victoria Harbour.  
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS48 Waubaushene.  
2 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS49 Waubaushene Channel.  
3 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS50 Wasaga Beach.  
4 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S39-SS51 Woodland Beach.  
4 envelopes : 26 b&w negatives  
Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cabins, beach, street and other miscellaneous
views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS52 Wyebridge.**
3 envelopes : 12 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Yonge St. and store, old water wheel, old swimming hole, Main St., Anglican Church and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS53 Wyevale.**
7 envelopes : 35 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of public school, United Church, Wye River, Whithalls Mill, highway scene and other miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S39-SS54 Wymbolwood Beach.**
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S40 United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry.
5 envelopes : 34 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Victoria, or Victoria County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S40-SS1 Farran's Point.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of gas station and dock.

AFC 385-S40-SS2 Iroquois.
2 envelopes : 19 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, locks, churches, schools and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S40-SS3 Morrisbury.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Whitehouse Tourist Home.

AFC 385-S40-SS4 Presqu'ile Island.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S41 Sudbury District.
23 envelopes : 124 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Victoria, or Victoria County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S41-SS1 Capreol.
2 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of train station, beach and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS2 Copper Cliffe.
3 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of schools and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS3 Espanola.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Green's Camps.

AFC 385-S41-SS4 Hagar.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of Royal Hotel and General Store.

AFC 385-S41-SS5 Jamot.
1 envelope : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Hotel Beausejour, scenery, fish and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS6 Noelville.
3 envelopes : 41 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village & buildings, scenery, camps, scenery, fish, French River, train station, moose, church and a school.

AFC 385-S41-SS7 Ouellette.
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Pine Beach Camp and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS8 Pineland Lake.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of buildings.

AFC 385-S41-SS9 Rutter.
1 envelope : 11 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S41-SS10 St. Charles.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS11 View Lake.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S41-SS12 White Fish Falls.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS13 White Fish.
1940.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S41-SS14 Willisville.
2 envelopes : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S42 Timiskaming District.
8 envelopes : 52 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Timiskaming, or Timiskaming District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S42-SS1 Baptiste Lake.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of lake area.

AFC 385-S42-SS2 Gowganda.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery and fish.

AFC 385-S42-SS3 Larder Lake.
1 envelope : 28 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., village scenes, airplanes, aerial view, scenery, mine, and moose.

AFC 385-S42-SS4 Latchford.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, church, and the Lumber Company.

AFC 385-S42-SS5 New Liskeard.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street.

AFC 385-S42-SS6 Seskinika.
2 envelopes : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S42-SS7 Swastika.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S43 Thunder Bay District.
6 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the District of Thunder Bay, or Thunder Bay District, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S43-SS1 Barbara.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for image of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S43-SS2 Michipicoten Island.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Catch o' the Day.

AFC 385-S43-SS3 Nipigon.
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of bird's eye view, scenery, miscellaneous view, village and [Carraval].

AFC 385-S43-SS4 Thunder Bay.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S43-SS5 Upsala.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S44 Victoria County.
43 envelopes : 398 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Victoria, or Victoria County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S44-SS1 Argyle.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of school, Grand Trunk Railway Station, general store and Main Street.

AFC 385-S44-SS2 Bethany.
3 envelopes : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village, church, bird's eye view, town hall and Main Street.

AFC 385-S44-SS3 Bobcaygeon.
1 envelope : 22 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S44-SS4 Bolsover.
5 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of public school, road scene, Arch Bridge, beach, church, scenery and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S44-SS5 Burnt River.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of gas station.

AFC 385-S44-SS6 Cameron.
2 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Long Beach, school, Main St., bird's eye view and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S44-SS7 Coboconk.
4 envelopes : 45 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Gull River Lumber Mill, church, local view, Main St., scenery, school, Lakewood Lodge and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S44-SS8 Dalrymple.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Avery Point, cabins, Lakeshore Dr., church and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S44-SS9 Fees Landing.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery.

**AFC 385-S44-SS10 Fenelon Falls.**
3 envelopes: 42 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Mansion House, scenery, falls, streets, locks, schools, hotel and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S44-SS11 Glenarm.**
1 envelope: 1 b&w negative

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negative for image of Glenarm Store.

**AFC 385-S44-SS12 Greenhurst.**
1 envelope: 19 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, Lover's Walk, Inn, cottages and Main St.

**AFC 385-S44-SS13 Gull River.**
1 envelope: 2 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of University Bay and Horseshoe Bridge.

**AFC 385-S44-SS14 Head Lake.**
1 envelope: 1 b&w negative

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negative for image of Canoe on the Lake.

**AFC 385-S44-SS15 Keneden.**
1 envelope: 4 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of duck hunt and fishing.

**AFC 385-S44-SS16 Kinmount.**
1 envelope: 16 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, streets and church.

**AFC 385-S44-SS17 Kirkfield.**
1 envelope: 28 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages, locks, scenery and streets.

**AFC 385-S44-SS18 Lindsay.**
1 envelope: 18 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of dock, railway station, scenery, armories, hospital, building, park, streets and church.

**AFC 385-S44-SS19 Little Britain.**
1 envelope: 6 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, buildings and church.

**AFC 385-S44-SS20 Long Beach.**
1 envelope: 9 b&w negatives

*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach & scenery and Shady Lane.

**AFC 385-S44-SS21 Norland.**
3 envelopes : 64 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of camps, scenery, church, village & buildings, landmarks, camps & cottages.

**AFC 385-S44-SS22 Pleasant Point.**
1 envelope : 18 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of cottages & scenery.

**AFC 385-S44-SS23 Ponty Pool.**
2 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of village & streets, Hooper Store, train station, church & buildings and scenery.

**AFC 385-S44-SS24 Sturgeon Lake.**
2 envelopes : 7 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Rustic Bay and miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S44-SS25 Thurstonia Park.**
2 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

**AFC 385-S44-SS26 Victoria Rd..**
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives  
*Scope and Content*
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S45 Waterloo County.
23 envelopes : 152 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Waterloo or Waterloo County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S45-SS1 Ayr.
4 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of people overlooking a pond, community hall, Knox Church, Nith River, street scenes and aerial view.

AFC 385-S45-SS2 Conestogo.
2 envelopes : 3 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Trails End Hotel, covered bridge and scenery.

AFC 385-S45-SS3 Doon.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S45-SS4 Elmira.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Arthur Street.

AFC 385-S45-SS5 Galt.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Peacehaven Boy's Camp.

AFC 385-S45-SS6 Hespeler.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of casino, post office, town hall, library and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S45-SS7 Kitchener.
2 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, residence, churches, public building, YMCA and streets.

AFC 385-S45-SS8 New Dundee

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, parks and bird's eye view.

AFC 385-S45-SS9 New Hamburg.
1 envelope : 14 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, village & buildings and scenery.

AFC 385-S45-SS10 Preston.
2 envelopes : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S45-SS11 St. Jacobs.
1949.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S45-SS12 Wellsley.
3 envelopes : 23 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S45-SS13 Waterloo.
2 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S46 Welland County.
40 envelopes : 237 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Welland, or Welland County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S46-SS1 Black Horse Corners.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Jack Brothers' Garage and Travelers' Restaurant.

AFC 385-S46-SS2 Bridgeburg.
1 envelope : 9 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, schools, Jarvis St. and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS3 Burnaby.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., Morgan's Point and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS4 Camelot Beach.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach and Reebs Bay.

AFC 385-S46-SS5 Erie Beach.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beach.

AFC 385-S46-SS6 Fenwick.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, bowling green, the Green Lantern and miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S46-SS7 Fort Erie.
1 envelope : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Peace Bridge, bridges, Old Fort, schools, churches and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS8 Humberstone.
1 envelope : 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Welland Canal, streets, factory, club and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS9 Morgan's Point.
3 envelopes : 16 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, park, beach, cabins and miscellaneous views.
views.

AFC 385-S46-SS10 Port Colborne.  
1955.  
13 envelopes : 108 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Woodlawn Beach, McNeil's Pine Motel, city, port, post office, Clarence St., St. James Anglican Church, boat and harbour, boat and bridge, Port Colborne General Hospital, Public School (Shotter), high school; Longorn & Welland Cadet Corps, King St., Canadian Furnace Steel, Saskadoc Ft. William - in locks, locks, passing through locks, Robin Hood Flour Mills, boat, McKee's General Store, scenery, De Gont Inn (Mont?), Lighthouse, Maple Leaf Mills, buildings, ships and Welland, cottages, Nickel Plant and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS11 Ridgeway.  
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS12 Thorold.  
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS13 Wainfleet.  
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S46-SS14 Welland.  
1932.  
13 envelopes : 41 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S47 Wellington County.
31 envelopes : 247 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Wellington, or Wellington County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S47-SS1 Arthur,
1 envelope : 18 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of schools, churches, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS2 Belwood,
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church, general store, bank and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS3 Drayton,
2 envelopes : 17 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Canadian National Railway Station, churches, bird's eye view, school, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS4 Eden Mills,
2 envelopes : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Lutheran Summer Camp, mill pond and Marshall's Store.

AFC 385-S47-SS5 Elora,
2 envelopes : 15 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Grand River, town, rocks, Irvine Bridge and Main Street.

AFC 385-S47-SS6 Erin,
6 envelopes : 66 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of schools, Stanley Park, scenery, cottages, water play, streets, churches and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS7 Fergus,
5 envelopes : 39 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Templin's Rock Garden, dam, pool, falls, hotel, gorge, LaPlacia Hotel, Beatty Bros., church, Elora, Main St. and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS8 Harriston,
1 envelope : 16 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views, post office, schools, church and library.
AFC 385-S47-SS9 Hillsburg.
2 envelopes : 24 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of churches, scenery, train station, Trout Pond, streets, library and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS10 Grand Valley.
3 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street, dam, scenery, Carnegie Library, Canadian Pacific Railway Station, and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS11 Kenilworth.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of wishing well and Kenilworth School.

AFC 385-S47-SS12 Orton.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of church and Main St.

AFC 385-S47-SS13 Puslinch Lake.
3 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of view at Puslinch Lake near Hespeler, Hespeler Post Office, street view and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S47-SS14 Rockwood.
1 envelope : 1 b&w negative
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S48 Wentworth County.  
9 envelopes : 46 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of Wentworth, or Wentworth County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S48-SS1 Ancaster.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Hamilton Golf and Country Club and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S48-SS2 Burlington.  
2 envelopes : 9 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Ontario St., Estaminet Road House, Brant Inn, beach promenade, beaches, and Brant St.

AFC 385-S48-SS3 Hamilton Rock Garden.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the garden.

AFC 385-S48-SS4 Lynden.  
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of train station, school, church, mills and park.

AFC 385-S48-SS5 Rockton.  
1932.  
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Kernighan Home, United Church and Anglican Church.

AFC 385-S48-SS6 Stoney Creek.  
1935.  
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous scenery.

AFC 385-S48-SS7 Waterdown.  
2 envelopes : 14 b&w negatives

Scope and Content  
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Dundas Street, Waterdown Falls and public school.
AFC 385-S49 York County.
44 envelopes : 355 b&w negatives

Scope and Content
This series consists of material created by Evans when taking photographs within the County of York, or York County, in the province of Ontario, Canada.

AFC 385-S49-SS1 Agincourt.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main St., post office, church and miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS2 Aurora.
1 envelope : 8 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of streets, colleges and a miscellaneous view.

AFC 385-S49-SS3 Cedar Valley.
1 envelope : 2 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Musselman's Lake.

AFC 385-S49-SS4 Eastbourne
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Maryvale, Lake Simcoe.

AFC 385-S49-SS5 Elmhurst Beach.
2 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Mrs. Leslie's Cabin, Pine Beach, scenery, cottages and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS6 Holland Landing.
1 envelope : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of the Anchor of 1812, churches, school and Walvington.

AFC 385-S49-SS7 Island Grove.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery and streets.

AFC 385-S49-SS8 Jackson's Point.
2 envelopes : 36 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of camping, scenery, bridge, streets, churches, schools and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS9 Keswick.
6 envelopes : 56 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Walker's Tourist Home, Main St., Orchard Beach Gardens, miscellaneous views, Church St., Elmhurst Beach, beach, streets, churches, school,
view, and Rainbow Garden.

AFC 385-S49-SS10 Kleinburg.
1 envelope : 7 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Main Street, bridge and river.

AFC 385-S49-SS11 Lake Simcoe.
1 envelope : 10 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of beaches, cottages and Orchard Beach Store.

AFC 385-S49-SS12 Linton.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views and Linton Hill view.

AFC 385-S49-SS13 Locust Hill.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of [railway] station, post office, scenery and gas station.

AFC 385-S49-SS14 Markham.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of schools and city views.

AFC 385-S49-SS15 Mount Albert.
1 envelope : 12 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of train station, streets & buildings, church, scenery and cemetery.

AFC 385-S49-SS16 Musselman's Lake.
4 envelopes : 48 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, cottages, village, general store, churches & hall.

AFC 385-S49-SS17 Orchard Beach.
2 envelopes : 20 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of scenery, golf, residence, Boyer's crossing, village view, buildings and post office.

AFC 385-S49-SS18 Queensville.
1 envelope : 4 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Pepper General Store and Main St.

AFC 385-S49-SS19 Richmond Hill.
3 envelopes : 13 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Rainy River, Alexandra School and other miscellaneous views.
AFC 385-S49-SS20 Rogue Hill.
1 envelope : 3 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS21 Sunnyside Beach.
1 envelope : 5 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS22 Sutton.
2 envelopes : 25 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of Sutton West, Miss Burrows, Jackson Point and other miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS23 Unionville.
1 envelope : 21 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS24 Virginia.
5 envelopes : 30 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.

AFC 385-S49-SS25 Woodbridge.
2 envelopes : 6 b&w negatives
Scope and Content
Subseries consists of negatives for images of miscellaneous views.